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As work continues on Mongoose Traveller Prime Directive, we are taking the opportunity to show
a preview of how things will be done. Experienced players of Prime Directive and Mongoose Traveller
who want to volunteer to playtest the new system can contact Sergeant Major Beddow at
ADBRangerHQ@Gmail.com; not everyone who volunteers can be accomodated so show us that your
input is worth having by including an analysis of this weapon.

Disruptors
The disruptor is the weapon of choice for many species and empires, most notably the Klingons. The
Federation is the only empire that, as a matter of policy, regularly arms its personnel with weapons that
have stun settings. Disruptor weapons lack a stun setting and are therefore less expensive to build and
make more efficient use of their batteries. Disruptors have only a basic disrupt setting. Unlike phasers,
a disruptor cannot be set for overload, nor can it heat inanimate objects.

Most disruptor-using empires have settled on three basic versions: a holdout version, a pistol, and a
rifle; here we preview the first two. The holdout disruptor is designed to be equivalent to the single shot
"derringer" back on Earth in late 19th century. It is designed for easy concealment and has a DM+2
when using Deception skill to conceal.

Traveller Prime Directive Stats

Notes:
Zero-G: Weapon has virtually no recoil and can be used in zero-g environments.
APx: Amount weapon ignores Armor Rating on a successful hit.
Reload: How many minor actions it takes to reload the weapon (normal is 1).

Auto X: This weapon can make attacks in three fire modes: single, burst, and full auto. Attacks using the
Burst or Full Auto modes trait lose any benefits gained the Scope trait or any actions for aiming:

Single: Attacks are made using the normal combat rules.
Burst: Add the Auto score to damage. This uses a number of rounds equal to the Auto score.
Full Auto: Make a number of attacks equal to the Auto score. These attacks can be made against

separate targets so long as they are all within six meters of one another. Full auto uses a
number of rounds equal to three times the Auto score.

MONGOOSE TRAVELLER PRIME DIRECTIVE will be published under our joint venture agreement
with Mongoose Publishing.
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Disruptor 
Holdout

10 20 2d 0.045 $3,000 10 $300 Zero-G, AP2, 
Reload 2

Disruptor 
Pistol

10 300 4d 1.00 $2,500 100 $250 Zero-G, AP3, Auto 
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